Made in
Germany
For more than 60 years

We are shaping
your ideas
Moulds and complete column flooring production plants
for the concrete block industry
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We are shaping
your ideas
For more than 60 years, company Lammers
is manufacturing different products
at the company headquarters in
Haren-Erika, in the northwest of Germany.

45 years ago, we specialized in mould construction
for the concrete industry. The continually growing
know-how our more than 50 high qualified
employees and the deployment of the latest
manufacturing technology enables us to meet the
requirements relating to the mould construction
together with individual customer wishes.
Our increasing base of customers is distributed
worldwide which is proof for our close partnership
with the concrete industry.
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Production lines
To produce
concrete slats
Single-row construction

Storage bunker 0,8 to 1.5 m³
with adjustable outlet dimensions
according to customer
Vibrating table 300 x 3600/
4000/ 4500 mm
mounted on rubber buffer
with pneumatic
mold clamping different external
vibrators frequency controlled
with a 4 steps control
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Stacking station (drying area)
the stacking station runs complete
automatically controlled by SPS.
Either automatic or manually
controlled. For lift and lower the products there is used electric crane.
1. Transporting dry product to pneumatic terminal block for quality
control and turning the product,
2. Transporting empty shelfs to
release place of products near by
the vibration table,
3. Moving stacking station by hand,
and operating by hand,

strong hydraulic System
Turning System for lifting and
turning the slatted floors, adjustable
from 1000 mm to 3200 mm.
gripping via 2 hydraulic cylinders,
gripping force 1.5t, adjustable.
2 hydraulic turn engines, gripping
jaws with rubber strips for large
products. Turning of the slats with
constant circular motion.
Production data
with a length of 2.5 m it is able to
fabricate 80 pieces per 8 hour shift.
Per month round about 1,600m².

A

Production zone
Storage bunker, moulds, Vibrating table.

B	Stacking station
drying area

C

packaging
quality control

Double-row construction

Two Storage bunker 0,8 to 1.5 m³
with adjustable outlet
Vibrating table 700 x 6000 mm
mounted on rubber buffer with
pneumatic mold clamping different
external vibrators frequency controlled with a 4 steps control

Stacking station (drying area)
the stacking station runs complete
automatically controlled by SPS.
Either automatic or manually controlled. For lift and lower the products there is used electric crane.
1. Transporting dry product to
pneumatic terminal block
for quality control and turning
the product,
2. Transporting empty shelfs
to release place of products
near by the vibration table,
3. Moving stacking station by hand,
and operating by hand,

strong double hydraulic System
Turning System for lifting and turning
the slatted floors, adjustable
from 1000 mm to 3200 mm.
gripping via 2 hydraulic cylinders,
gripping force 1.5t, adjustable.
2 hydraulic turn engines, gripping
jaws with rubber strips for large
products. Turning of the slats with
constant circular motion.
Production data
with a length of 2.5 m it is able to
fabricate 150 pieces per 8 hour shift.
Per month round about 3200 m².
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Latest
manufacturing
technologies
our company is always working in research and
development. With the latest cad/cam technology
and modern cnc-machines we visualize and produce your ideas. Your problem is our challenge .
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LAMMERS Formen- und
Maschinenbau GmbH & Co.KG
Oberlangener Straße 13-15
D-49733 Haren-Erika
Germany
Phone +49(0)5934 9350-0
Fax
+49(0)5934 9350-50
Mail
info@lammers-formenbau.de

We are shaping your ideas

www.lammers-formenbau.de

